NH DI Alum Challenge
Pop UP
Approaching the Challenge
This Challenge can be solved on many levels, ranging from the simple to the complex.
Focus on solving this Challenge based on the intent in which it was designed. All Challenge
requirements must be met unless otherwise stated using the terms “should” or “may.” If you
find the details of the Challenge unclear, we encourage you to ask for a Team Clarification. (See
Rules of the Road.) Remember, if it doesn’t say you can’t, then you can.

Team Budget
The total value of the materials used must not exceed $150US.

Time Limit
Complete the Presentation (including setup) in 8 minutes or less.

Tournament Data Form
Your team must explain elements of your Challenge solution on the Tournament Data Form found at the
end of this Challenge.

The Central Challenge

I.
A.

Story
Create and present a new story that combines parts of fiction and nonfiction stories you
have read. Your play should have a clear beginning, middle, and end.

B.

Characters
All team members should be included in the play. Your team may choose to include any
fictional and/or nonfictional characters that you would like.

C.

Costumes
Every team member should wear a costume that shows something about their character
in the play.

D.

Pop-Up Book
Create a life-size pop-up book that shows your setting and helps to tell your story. Your
book should have at least two different pages. Each page should have at least one part
that pops up or moves.

E.

Technical Device
Design and build a device that moves or does something to help tell your story. Your
technical device can be a prop, costume, piece of scenery, part of your pop-up book, or
anything else in your play.

F.

Improv Item
Use a randomly selected improv item in your play to help tell the story. Your team can
use this item in any way you choose! In the Prep Area at the tournament or showcase,
your team will randomly choose a card. The card will list the improv item your team will
use in your play. The item will be a scarf, a cloth shopping bag, or a cardboard tube
longer than 10in (25.4cm). Your team should bring these items with you to the
tournament. Your team will not know which improv item you will need to use in your
play until you choose the card in the Prep Area. Your team should practice with each of
the three improv items before the tournament or showcase.

II.

Team Choice Element
A. Present ONE creation that shows off your team’s interests, skills, areas of strength,
and talents. Your team may create anything it wishes, including props, music, technical
gadgets, costumes, physical actions, etc.
B. The Team Choice Element should have a meaningful connection to your team’s
Central Challenge solution and must be presented as part of the 8-minute Presentation.
C. A Team Choice Element may not be a specific item that is required in the Central
Challenge that is already being evaluated. A Team Choice Element MAY be a single
unique PART of a required item, as long as it can be evaluated as a stand-alone item. Or,
a Team Choice Element MAY be a larger item that includes a required element, as long
as the required element can be evaluated as a single unique part of the Team Choice
Element. Examples of these can be found in Rules of the Road.
E. The Team Choice Element will be evaluated in three ways: for creativity and
originality, for quality, workmanship, or effort that is evident, and for integration into
the Presentation.

III.

At the Tournament
[Varies from challenge to challenge but includes the size of the performance site and
other characteristics such as the type of floor]

IV.

Scoring
[We will use the Appraiser Score Sheet for this]

